Truth about creation in Catechism of the Catholic Church

Summary

God is the creator of everything. Firstly it wasn’t anything except the God. He took out the world creative power from nothing. Creation ex nihilo isn’t any conversion of nothing, that could be material of existence. World coming from creative God’s word. Creation from nothing is showing on sole causality God’s working, that making to existence whole creation. The God is transcendent to world, and at a time He is present in the world. He has created the world for his glory, to showed it and gave it. Motive of creation is goodness, love and freedom of the God. Creation of the world by the God was act of mind. Wisdom of the God is present in orderly world. The God could be met from creative masterpieces. Everything what exist, it’s keeping by the God. He is flashing order to everyone. It’s making duration all nature. World is totally depend from the God in every single moment of his existence. Creation cannot limit only to activation from nothing. You should understand this like during in history of universe. It’s direct to personal of the God.